Category

Image
Video
DVD

Title
Sally Collins Teaches You Precision Piecing:

Piecing

This DVD is appropriate for beginners to get started on the right path and for
experienced quilters who want to improve their work. It is an excellent DVD on
workmanship - showing Sally in her own sewing room sharing exactly how she
does what she does in great detail with camera close-ups.

Patchwork

Scrappy Duos: Color Recipes for Quilt Blocks
These 20 versatile block patterns are assembled two at a time, featuring a
different set of scrap fabrics for each pair. Donna’s simple "duo approach" not
only makes piecing blocks more efficient, it guarantees crisp, clear color
combinations that will dazzle the eye.

Author(s)
Sally Collins

Donna Lynn
Thomas

Holiday
Seasonal

Seasonal Quilting, A Year in Stitches

Pattern
Patchwork

Sew Bee It! Strip Sampler

Kathy St. Leger

Techniques

Sew Fast, Faster, Fastest; timesaving tech. & shortcuts

Sue Hausmann

Cheryl Fall

A collection of quilting projects for each season of the year. Ideas, for gifts or
home decor, include a juggling snowman wall hanging, a Valentine quilted
pillow, bow-tie Easter bunnies and a romantic June bride pillow.

Beautiful photographs of Sue's favorite fast projects, step-by-step instructions
and illustrations, as well as Sue's fast, faster, fastest techniques will inspire you
to start sewing today. You'll learn more than 100 construction techniques,
garment details, and finishing techniques.

Video
DVD

Simple Quilt, A (pattern & template)

Home Décor

Simplicity's Quick & Easy Sewing for the Home: Table Toppers

Kitchen

Collection of 30 easy-to-make table toppers. Brighten your kitchen with chair
cushions and coordinating place mats.

Anne Marie Soto

Miniature
Patchwork & Applique
Wool

Small Quilts, Big Events

Miniature

Small Quilts: The Vanessa-Ann Collection

The book includes 12 pieced and fused 15 inch x 16 inch projects using batik
and repurposed felted wool. Suitable for quilters of any level. Clear instructions
Donaated: May
show how to construct the basic quilt and personalize it for the recipient.
2014

An enchanting array of 30 original new quilt designs is presented in bright and
beautiful full-color photography. Step-by-step instructions, full-size patterns, and
specific how-to instructions on assembling blocks and quilt tops are included for
perfect results.

Lap Quilts

Snuggle Up, 8 Lap Quilts to Warm Your Home
Quick-to-stitch patterns are perfect for all skill levels.

Quilts
Combination
Technique
Rotary Cutting
Shortcuts

Julia LaBauve &
Tammy Silvers

Speed Quilting: Projects Using Rotary Cutting & Other Shortcuts

Vanessa-Ann
Collection

Beth Merrill Kovich
& Retta Warehime

Cheryl Fall

Using simple rotary cutting and quick-to-stitch techniques, you can complete
beautiful projects in just a fraction of the time.

Quilts
Patchwork

Stack-n-Whackipedia 10th Anniversary

Techniques

Standard Book of Quilt Making and Collecting

Historical
Collecting

Best available book on quiltmaking with full information, full-size patterns for
making 46 traditional quilts, 150 other basic patterns for making your own
designs, and over 480 helpful illustrations.

Bethany is back with brand new designs and volumes of information on her
fabulous Stack-n-Whack technique

Bethany S.
Reynolds

Marguerite Ickis

Techniques
Basics
Beginner Projects

Patchwork

Start Quilting

Alex Anderson

Six projects for first-time quilters. YOU can quilt! Learn from one of the best –
Alex Anderson

Striplate Piecing: Piecing Circle Designs With Speed and Accuracy

Debra Wagner

Have you always wanted to make a New York Beauty quilt, but never felt you
had the time -- or technical skills -- to tackle such an intricate project? Welcome
to the world of striplate piecing -- a method Debra Wagner has developed to
combine the speed of rotary cutting with the accuracy of templates.
Patchwork

Successful Scrap Quilts from Simple Rectangles
Create dazzling scrap quilts with dozens of block designs based on one simple
shape--the rectangle. Two stars of the quilting world share their expert tips for
turning a so-so scrap quilt into a smashing success.

Other
Novel

Sugar Camp Quilt, The

Other

Sunbonnet Sue Celebrates the Holidays

Holidays, Applique,
Sunbonnet Sue

Other
Home Décor
 Table accessories

Quilts
Drunkard’s Path

Judy
Turner/Margaret
Rolfe

Jennifer Chiaverini

An Elm Creek Quilts Novel
Marian Shenk

Stitch 3-D calendar blocks depicting Sunbonnet Sue in a variety of costumes
and holiday activities

Table Settings for the Seasons
Table accessories are one of the most rewarding projects to sew. They don’t
require much fabric or sewing time and the bright splash of color they add to
your tabletop is well worth the time spent in your sewing room. You may
already have fabric your stash for some of these projects – that means they’re
free!

Take the Drunkards Path Journey
Includes cute pattern called “Frolicking Frogs”.

Clotilde, Barbara
Weiland

Barb Burke

Quilts
Quilts-in-a-Day

Tales of First Ladies and Their Quilt Blocks

Asst. size projects

Eight traditional blocks in both twelve-inch and six-inch sizes pay tribute to first
ladies who have earned their place in history. Learn multiple techniques for
Eleanor's favorite blocks named after admirable women as well as interesting
tidbits from each of their lives.

Amish Quilts

The World of Amish Quilts
Intriguing photographs that show how the rhythms and patters of Amish life are
revealed in its most celebrated form of folk art. No instructions

Combination
Fast techniques
Step-by-step

Other
Projects
The Pink Ribbon Quilt
Project

Thimbleberries Guide For Weekend Quilters: 25 Great-Looking Quilts for
the Busy Quiltmaker, The

Eleanor Burns

Rachel and
Kenneth Pellman

Lynette Jensen

Fast techniques that really work: Look for the special "Make It Tonight" and
"Make It in a Weekend" icons to locate super quick and easy projects. More
than 40 gorgeous photos show alternative color schemes and simplify your
fabric selection. Hundreds of color illustrations with step-by-step directions
show you what to do at a glance.

Threaded Together
In the Fall of 1999, Crafter’s Choice Book Club, inspired by Mimi Dietrich’s Pink
Ribbon Quilts: A Book Because of Breast Cancer, announced a call for quilt
blocks that incorporated the color pink. They wanted to honor those whose lives
had been affected by breast cancer, raise funds for research, and increase
public awareness of the disease.

Quilts
Patchwork

Time-Crunch Quilts (CD Included)

Patchwork

Traditional Two-Block Quilts

Crafters Choice
Book Club

Nancy J. Martin

Special quilting shortcuts that any quilter can use to make their quilts faster than
ever before. Follow her resourceful time-crunch principles for speeding up
piecing and quilting without compromising quality.

By taking two or more traditional block patterns in the same quilt, the author
takes us to a new level of design. Quilters will recognize many old 'friends' in
these charming two-block quilts, such as Log Cabin, Sawtooth Star, Churn
Dash, and Nine-Patch. There are also a few blocks that are a little unusual, and
some three-block quilts were thrown into the mix just for fun.

Sally Saulmon

Patchwork

Triangle Tricks; One Easy Unit, Dozens of Gorgeous Quilts

Sally Schneider

• Create 10 triangle-filled quilts using quick cutting and easy sewing
• Make two "triangle tricks" units at a time, without cutting or sewing a triangle

Patchwork

Trip to Ireland; quilts combining two old favorites
The Irish Chain pattern is combined with the Trip around the World pattern for
an exciting "Irish Trip"! This fresh approach shows you how to expand
traditional quilts with innovative design twists on two classics. Try "Irish
Squares," "Irish Stars," "Crossing Chains," and more.

Quilts
Quilts-in-a-Day

Triple Irish Chain in a Day: Single and Double

Asst. size projects

Irish Chain is one of the most universally known patterns dating to preAmerican Revolutionary War times. While evidence is lacking that this pattern
came from Ireland, it has been suggested that the Irish Chain pattern may have
been inspired by a similar Irish weaving pattern.

Patchwork

Turning Twenty

Elizabeth Hamby
Carlson

Eleanor Burns

Tricia Cribbs

Back by popular demand, the original Turning Twenty is back in print! Turn 20
fat quarters into a beautiful quilt in three hours. Turning Twenty is the perfect
pattern if you are a beginning quilter and a dream if you are an experienced
quilt maker.

Patchwork

Two-Color Quilts: Ten Romantic Red Quilts and Ten True Blue Quilts

Nancy J. Martin

Nancy shares her special ‘how-to’s for creating 20 crisp red-and-white and blueand-white quilts that are favorites of quilters and collectors everywhere.

Quilts
Appliqué
Embellishments

Cross-Stitch
Crafts Library

Two-Hour Appliqué: Over 200 Original Designs

Leslie Allen

Add dimension to your crafts--and complete a range of wonderful applique
projects in just two hours. Start with the basic techniques, such as making and
transferring patterns, and cutting out motifs. Choose from reverse, turned-edge,
shadow, and padded applique. Broaden your horizons with dimensional ribbon,
painted, and mixed media applique, and experiment with non-fabric
backgrounds
Two-Hour Cross-Stitch: 515 Fabulous Designs

Patrice Boerens

Miniature

Tynnebell's Quilts: collections miniature foundation patterns

Peg Beer & Debra
Perkins

Paperback

Other
 Quilt Labels
 Techniques

Quilts
Quilts-in-a-Day
Asst. size projects

Quilts
Quilts-in-a-Day
Asst. size projects

Ultimate Book of Quilt Labels
Launch your own legend by stitching that final, unique memento on your quilts - the label! Use applique, embroidery, photo transfers, and more to create
labels that inform and inspire.

Underground Railroad Sampler

Eleanor Burns

Learn how fifteen quilt blocks may have played a significant role in
communication between the slaves and how it helped them on their way to
freedom. The book has 168 full color pages with step by step instructions for
each of the 15 blocks. There are also directions to make a miniature
Underground Railroad quilt.

Victory Quilts: 1940’s Sampler Quilts

Eleanor Burns

Victory Quilts represents a look back in history to the 1940s and life on the
home front during the war years. This book offers patterns and techniques for
20 blocks, each one representing a slice of history with a story to tell. The
blocks are traditional patterns, popular during the 1940s era. Along with strip
piecing, Eleanor teaches her techniques for squaring up triangle-pieced
squares, applique, flying geese patches, and much more.

Historical

W.P.A. Museum Extension Quilt Project

Reproductions
OVERSIZE Shelf

Reproductions of 30 14 x 20 full color plates of quilt patterns including:
Chimney Sweep, Fox and Geese, Barn Raising, Love Apple, Star and
Crescent, etc.

Other
Fiction

What I Learned from God While…Quilting

Stories
Meditations

Margo J. Clabo

A collection of meditations that quilters, both veterans and novices, will enjoy.
Each of the fifty-plus chapters includes a true story on a quilt-related theme,
followed by "The Quilting Frame" (a spiritual application), "God's Template" (a
relevant Scripture), "The Binding Stitch" (a brief prayer), and the "Scrap Bag" (a
practical quilting tip). The authors' hope is that readers will "come to realize that
the ultimate Giver of comfort is God Himself, who sometimes offers His comfort
through human hands holding needles and thread and scissors and fabric."

W.P.A. Museum
Extension Quilt
Project

Ruth Danner &
Christine Bolley

Holiday
Christmas

Yankee Christmas: Feasts, Treats, Crafts and Traditions of Wintertime
New England, A

Sally Ryder Brady

An abundance of mouth-watering holiday recipes, fun and easy-to-do Christmas
crafts, charming gift ideas, and plenty of welcome advice put the spirit into the
Christmas season.

Patchwork

Yes You Can! Make Stunning Quilts from Simple Patterns
14 great scrap quilts with complete rotary cutting directions plus full-size
patterns and instructions for traditional methods.

Judy Martin

